Ciao Software Point-of-Sale

Ciao Point-of-Sale automates your restaurant resulting in an exceptional dining experience for your customers and greater profits for your restaurant. Ciao does this using:

- Intuitive, highly graphic menu screens that are easy to learn and use, eliminating errors
- A robust suite of management tools with flexible setup options and unlimited reporting details
- An Automatic Hot Standby feature to avoid downtime and data loss.

Ciao Software runs on a variety of hardware platforms and connects with a wide range of manufacturers’ printers and other peripherals. Additionally, Ciao provides interfaces to many third party programs for accounting, inventory control, payroll, property management, security and other applications.

With Ciao Software your servers can:

- Learn how to use Ciao with little or no training – lowering training costs
- Place orders with just a few screen touches – saving time and providing efficient service
- Customize orders using easy-to-understand modifiers – getting it right the first time
- View up to 100 items on each menu screen – saving time by minimizing the need to switch between screens
- View item countdown – avoiding disappointed customers
- Split checks easily and accurately – checking out faster and turning over tables quicker
- Recombine checks with one touch – meeting customers’ changing payment preferences
- Correct mistakes quickly and easily but with comprehensive audit and security tracking – speeding up service and minimizing management interruptions
- Accept an extensive range of payment types and discounts – increasing customer options resulting in greater satisfaction

[more]
PAYMENTS SCREEN
Ciao's payment processing system is one of the most comprehensive in the POS market. A particularly important feature when taking Gift Cards, Discount Cards and Credit Cards, is that the user doesn't even have to access the payment screen or press any buttons. Just swipe the card.

SPLIT CHECK SCREEN
Ciao's split check feature is very powerful and easy. Items can easily be moved between check splits and then recombined with a single touch. If the payment needs to be split rather than the items on the check, this is accomplished with a single touch on the payment screen.